
Monster Under The Bed

 With great anticipation I set up a meeting with the fixer principal who had been recently 
placed in charge at the building where I was now to be reassigned: Riverside High School.  A 
very large and very old traditional building with close to a century of a culturally-rich, inner-city 
history.  After being introduced to a nervously edgy man – a man who had, himself, been only 
lately and unexpectedly pushed into this, his most recent reform-mandated position – I was told 
that:

Well, in point of fact?
I was not actually wanted.  
Choosing his words carefully, he expressed a personal concern: 
“I just don’t feel comfortable taking on a placed teacher,” he had told me flatly. 
Although a touch kinder than the phrasing selected by an administrator at a previous 

assignment – an administrator who had made a point of looking me directly in the eye before 
stating bluntly: “I told them that I didn’t want a placed teacher” – oh, make no mistake about it, 
these words made everyone in the room aware that I had been taken on simply because this 
unhappy principal had been given no choice.  As a statement, it was meant to communicate that – 
to my new supervisor, to this man who, as it became painfully clear during our preliminary 
interview, had taken no time to look over my résumé, review my work skills, recognize my 
teaching designations, or read through my letters of recommendation – I was simply a 
disagreeable (and now very publicly acknowledged) problem. 

Nothing more than the latest, highly-promoted monster under the bed:  
A placed teacher 
Reform-aggressive year after reform-aggressive year, as the relentless cycle of Big 

Money mandates pushed teacher upon teacher out of a traditional low-income-school 
employment, the predicament of finding district assignments for formerly respected and long-
term-contracted teachers reared its increasingly ugly head.  The old-days quandary of annually 
moving one or two teachers here, another three or four there – well, with the advent of a no-
excuses liability, this originally minor predicament?	


Quickly ballooned into a decade-old dilemma.  
Feeding upon itself, as earliest mandates of a no-excuses NCLB gorged upon the 

suddenly unexpected addition of highly retaliatory R2T competitions (funding rivalries which 
actively encouraged bell-the-cat closures and chaos engendering remove-all-the-employees 
transformations) – teacher movement began to swell precipitously.  This burgeoning transfer of 
teachers, an action which historically affected only a small percent of employees, and which had, 
in fact, been kept to a tightly controlled trickle, now began to gush forward in a belligerent 
response to the implacable “transformations” demanded by a no-excuses reform.  Suddenly, what 
had been a thinly manageable stream?

Became a roilingly unhappy river.
A river which was swiftly turning into a ragingly uncontrolled flood.  
And, then?  
Well, not surprisingly; oh my, no, it really didn’t take long.  
Quickly and efficiently, this very act of force-moving employees – this growing exercise 

in commanding a massive, contract-honoring teacher placement?  
Was vociferously channeled into the latest focus for a reformer outrage.  Clinging to 

(while aggressively advancing the theory of) bad teacher blame as the singular cause for each 



and every one of those unacceptable scores, reformers jumped to cover a district collusion in the 
arbitrary movement of long-term-loyal and protectively resistant educators.  Decisively leaping 
into the fray, innovators began to loudly advertise the idea, that – well, in truly modern days?

Oh, undoubtedly, it was now this very term placed which had become the latest and most 
indefensible catchword for any and all low-income school culpabilities.


